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EACH ONE! BLESS ONE! YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
If Each One Will Bless One, the World as We know it Will Change!

Emmanuel’s Blessings to You! Peace and Love in Christ! PLC!
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Visit the Seal-of-God, Four-N-One, Dot, Wow, Prophecy, Keys & Lessons, IA, PP and Welcome...

Each One! Bless One!
* * * * *

These are some of things that I have learned
through the years about unclean spirits.

“Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the
wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this
world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto
you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil
day, and having done all, to stand.”

Ephesians 6:11-13 (KJ)

emon fighting tools, part one. Some of you readers will right about

now say, “Here he goes again.” Some will be thinking, “Anthony, you need

to focus on the Saints and the good and leave the bad where it is.” Then again,

some will say, “Be calm. Cool down, be quiet about demons and devils.” And still

others will say, “The devil hasn’t done anything in people’s lives; it is their

decisions, their bad choices and the bad choices of other people. The devil is

only a metaphor.”

Let me see, Christ Jesus was casting out metaphors. Hmmm. Christ Jesus

moved a legion of unclean spirits into swine. Oh no, that was people’s poor

decisions, I forgot. Oh, I forgot about Ephesians 6:12. Then again, denial tells

us, “Oh, the demons and unclean spirits that is something that is in the Bible and

not in reality.” Or “Demons are something that existed in the ancient times and

not in modern times.” Not true.

I have known people who were afraid to walk home in the dark because of

demons. I have known people who were afraid to leave their hotel rooms or their

motel rooms because of demons. They would have salt in the windows and

crosses in the windows, and they would be so afraid. When I came into their
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hotel room, they would be looking around outside to make sure nothing came in

with me, as though they could actually see them.

So there are some people who know the demons exist and are so afraid of them

because they either have seen them or things have moved around in a room, or

have been flashes of light, or bats or birdlike creatures that have frightened them.

They have may have had night sweats, and day sweats, nightmares, day mares,

visions, any number of things that allow them to know that evil is attacking them

and tried to make them suffer or trying to kill them. This is not uncommon for

people who have heightened spirituality.

I have seen a demon come out of a lady, and it looked like a bat. The entire

church was in an uproar when it came out. It came out of her while she struggled

as she was being held by two deacons, with two more in the wings to assist. The

twelve ministers formed a V-shape on the lead minister who prayed over the

lady. This lady was making noises disturbing the service, that is why the minister

had asked the deacons to bring her forward. This was in a rural, country church

in North Carolina. This lady spit and foamed at the mouth, cursing and hissing

and growling; then the spirit came out, flew up to the rafters of the church and

flew out of the church at the top back arches of the church roof. This is a true

story. When I witnessed this, I never again wondered if demons existed.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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